
V I S U A L I Z A T I O N  &  R E S E A R C H

QTP version 1.0

02dec2019- shape lib update 01. >> added shape libs 1,2 and 3

06dec2019- shape lib and settings folder can now be anywhere on computer or network drive,

c4d r18 support added! tile editor improvements in spline import, button to turn on/off live editor preview(for older pc 

better to turn off)

QTP version 1.0a

10dec2019 - small fix update: speed up of the shape lib open and go up one hierarchy commands

added copy shader command to copy textures from first layer to all others (specially useful for the softpatch endless tex 

use)

corrected some spline import method, to allow import of multiple connected splines at one click, and keep their spatial 

organisation intact

added preset files and examples for endless texture use via softpatch tiles

QTP version 1.0b

20dec2019:

fixed sketch tool on r21

added copy text button (for easy one click 2"endless texture softpatch use)

added axis to each shape

added rotate axis tool

enhanced optimize shape command

features to auto orient the shape texture mapping along axis or via shape form

presets now caves also the used shapes

load presets has now option to load preset including shapes

QTP 1st Feb. 2020 - Version 1.1

new QTP v1.1 features:

New streamlined GUI

Tile Editor: new and improved drawing, new mirror options
Tile Editor: new axis tool, axis rotation tool to define texture directions, and axis few mode
Tile Editor: new selection, box select and brush selection tools
Tile Editor: new subdivision tools

Tile Editor: new shape instances feature assign color, randomize color, randomize text ID, now can work be limited to 

selections

Tile Editor: new shape instances feature, and new instance view mode

Tile Editor: new optimize command to automatic remove all double/overlaying shapes in one click (they can make 

artifacts)

new "manage library" button replacing the old load and save buttons.

adjustable preview size of shape presets.

Tile Pro Engine: colored "tabs", that reflect the usual "1-2-3-4" setup work flow

Tile Pro Engine/in the Tex. var. tab - a new Tex direction modes menu, to define the direction of textures in relation to the 

new axis, or to the main shape for 4 point boxed shapes. we recommend using the new axis mode

Tile Pro Engine/in the Tex. var. tab - new flip modes, flip u, flip v, flip u & v, with % setting how many & of the textures 

affected by it.

Tile Pro Engine/in the Tex. var. tab - new use seamless texture mode: it allows random offset, also if the shape scale is at 

1 or lower. note that a seamless texture should be used for optimal result in that case

Tile Pro Engine/Randomization tab - new "generate seamless tiling" option to use a "pseudo randomness" on the border 

to generate seamless shader or baking results.also if the shader not covers all of the object. in that case then the 

mapping not needs to cover the full surface, but can be set free. also an advantage for all render engines that use baked 

tilepro results. make sure that you use "UV from tile" option to get seamless border results.it works also with the repeat 

modes and can be mixed with that feature (repeat mode is always seamless within tilepro)

Tile Pro Engine/Randomization tab - new round corner feature (seperate from edge rounding, as many wished)

layers: layer transparency via texture (alpha mask per layer)

copy shader button: now more reliable, works in all engines beside redshift nodes for now. it copies any textures from 

layer 0 to layers below. is a workflow helper for the softpatch setup, to generate "endless" non tile surfaces without the 

need to copy the texture in each of the 3 layers of the setup (see videos for the softpatch feature)

new shader preset library with its own window. it saves all aspects of a shader, including layers and shapes. so one can 

save full setups. Please note due a Maxon sdk limitation the c4d layer shader cant be saved or loaded from shader 

presets, we recommend to bake them before saving a preset.  for loading a menu where one can choose which aspects 

of the saved preset should be loaded, as it often makes sense to load only certain parts (in case you want to use the 

setup with other shape presets p.e).  we will add in the following weeks also free included shader presets from our side, 

1.1 shipps with some examples.

10th Feb. 2020 - QTP Version 1.1b:

Tile EDITOR: added ability to deselect things via brush

Tile EDITOR: added ability to interactively change brush size for selections (use alt + mouse wheel)

Tile EDITOR: added non uniform scale options, now supporting local and world scale (scale, x, scale y, scale x,y buttons)

Tile EDITOR: fixed spline import not keeping proportions

Tile Pro Engine: fixed colored tabs/buttons issue on some r21 screens, improved visibility of active button(tab)

Tile Pro Engine: use of c4ds better r20+ native threading (multithreading), in r20 and r21, older versions use other 

multithreading versions.

13th Feb. 2020 - QTP Version 1.1c:

Tile Pro Engine: fixed issue for octane render where sub-textures aren't rendered via final rendering/picture viewer

Tile Editor: fixed reported issue in new world scale mode when scaling many shapes at once

25th Feb. 2020 - QTP Version 1.2:

Tile Editor: fixed some scaling issues in world scale mode

Some Speed Optimisation in Tile Editor shape libs

New Standalone Softpatch shader plugin added: 

a new simpel to use, 1 click solution for  generating „endless“ non repeating surfaces.

Tile Pro Engine: Speedup for Octane, partly 10x speed increase in prepare time on Octane render use

Tile Pro Engine: Fix for Octane, fixed some cases where shaders didnt render via picture viewer.

Tile Pro Engine: added random scale feature random scale down and drandom scale up possible

Tile Pro Engine: seperate „UV from tiles“ option (ON/OFF) in edge dirt, turning this option OFF, even if UV from tile is on 

in Tex variation tab andd controlling this seperate, enables much more natural non repeating dirt over tiles.
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QTP VERSION HISTORY:

Q U C U M B E R . A T

S U R F A C E  E N G I N E

5th March. 2020 - QTP Version 1.2.1:

Tile Pro Engine: fix in soft patch baking

Tile Pro Engine: fix in „autobake on change“ funtion

Q-TPro-Softpatch install option as separate plugin

Q-TPro-Softpatch easy update possibility to the full Q-TILE-PRO shader plugin added

Shader preset libraries added(for the full plugin bundle option only), can be used in any texture slot of any material 

supporting c4d shaders to generate easy to use materials without the need to asetup any inside Q-Tile-Pro.

6th April 2020 QTP 1.2.5:

Tile Pro: several stability fixes for reported issues  in rendering, softpatch plugin and GUI errors

Tile Pro: fixed a thin visible line in bevel even though if bevel is already at 0.000

Tile Pro: fixed possible crashes in Octane and Redshift at render or preview calculation start

QTpro SoftPatch: fixed possible crash with Softpatch and corona using repeat value sliders

Tile Pro: fixed some filter shader issues when used a      

Tile Pro: added option to export baked bitmaps with our QTP baker without Multithreading(MT), MT can make issues with 

the c4d layer shader as stacked input in texture input sources. in that case Trun MT off to solve that.

Tile Pro & Softpatch: added full support for the c4d texture manager(project asset manager r21+) for easier group wortk 

and texture handling. it now sees alll used textures.

TilePro: optimized start of rendering (for any engine), needs a lot less internal c4d calls.

Tile Pro: new low and high clip feature: enables to adapt the layer content, similar to the filter shaders low and high clip 

feature or like in c4d noise. can be good to adapt the contrast base, like for displacement. Includes an option Histogram 

view in the QTP preview.

Tile Pro: option to turn off image clipping to 8 bit. if off the output is 32bit data (like for use of mixing hdri images for light 

environments, lights or skies)

New 3d parallax feature (new shader plugin, 3d parallax and 3d relief versions included): 

Support for Corona, V-Ray and internal C4d rendering. The Input can be a tile pro, Softpatch or any other c4d shader (to 

put in color and height map slot) This tool enables an easy way to generate 3d data without any displacement. it is a kind 

of „fake“ displacement, using a lot less ram and without any preparation time. Even though such a face displacement 

obviously can have many limits it can be very useful and time and resource saving for certain types of use. Please note 

this 3d effect cannot be basked. The plugin is usually placed in color and reflection texture slots but also works in 

luminance slots p.e.

6th April 2020 QTP 1.2.6:

Fixed slowness case in 3dparallax with random tilt and UV from tile

New extended ready to use QTP shape library, now the number of included shapes did grow from 150 to more than 300 

TILE PRO editor shapes, ready to use in 1 click! We also restructured the shape folders for more logic structure and 

easier search. (please note the shapes and shader preset libraries are only shipping free inlcudedin the PRO version of 

Tile Pro (Full Q-TIle Pro for 169.- euro netto)

coming in next versions:

Q-interior shader support (available once our Q-Interior_Shader is released in April 2020)

probability setting for each texture slot (for random distribution modes)

Tool to make negative shapes/holes into shapes (2d bools)

visual gradient presets in shape editor similar to c4d gradients shader tool.

yet more QTP ready to use shapes, example files, shader presets & videos!

see also our new youtube channel:  

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL6A19fugGhKp9zGzKmMgBid09OjF008xh

please subscribe to our channel:)

We hope you like our Q-TILE PRO [QTP] plugin, and use it as much as we do -in very project :)

Best Greetings,

Stefan Laub & the Qucumber.at team! 

PLEASE NOTE THE INDRODUCTION PRICE OFFER OF 149.- EURO WILL END ON APRIL 15th.

AFTER THAT THE FULL Q-TILE-PRO BUNDLE COSTS THE NORMAL PRICE OF 169.- EURO NETTO.

About Us:

Qucumber.at is a team of c4d artist and developers, working since 1997 in the field of architecture and archviz

3dtools -  from 3D artists for 3dartists!

our shop: https://www.3dtools.info

please subscribe the shop email to get news on our product updates 

and regularly vouchers for reduced price offers:
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organisation intact

added preset files and examples for endless texture use via softpatch tiles

QTP version 1.0b

20dec2019:

fixed sketch tool on r21

added copy text button (for easy one click 2"endless texture softpatch use)
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added rotate axis tool

enhanced optimize shape command

features to auto orient the shape texture mapping along axis or via shape form
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new QTP v1.1 features:

New streamlined GUI

Tile Editor: new and improved drawing, new mirror options
Tile Editor: new axis tool, axis rotation tool to define texture directions, and axis few mode
Tile Editor: new selection, box select and brush selection tools
Tile Editor: new subdivision tools

Tile Editor: new shape instances feature assign color, randomize color, randomize text ID, now can work be limited to 

selections

Tile Editor: new shape instances feature, and new instance view mode

Tile Editor: new optimize command to automatic remove all double/overlaying shapes in one click (they can make 

artifacts)

new "manage library" button replacing the old load and save buttons.

adjustable preview size of shape presets.

Tile Pro Engine: colored "tabs", that reflect the usual "1-2-3-4" setup work flow

Tile Pro Engine/in the Tex. var. tab - a new Tex direction modes menu, to define the direction of textures in relation to the 

new axis, or to the main shape for 4 point boxed shapes. we recommend using the new axis mode

Tile Pro Engine/in the Tex. var. tab - new flip modes, flip u, flip v, flip u & v, with % setting how many & of the textures 

affected by it.

Tile Pro Engine/in the Tex. var. tab - new use seamless texture mode: it allows random offset, also if the shape scale is at 

1 or lower. note that a seamless texture should be used for optimal result in that case

Tile Pro Engine/Randomization tab - new "generate seamless tiling" option to use a "pseudo randomness" on the border 

to generate seamless shader or baking results.also if the shader not covers all of the object. in that case then the 

mapping not needs to cover the full surface, but can be set free. also an advantage for all render engines that use baked 

tilepro results. make sure that you use "UV from tile" option to get seamless border results.it works also with the repeat 

modes and can be mixed with that feature (repeat mode is always seamless within tilepro)

Tile Pro Engine/Randomization tab - new round corner feature (seperate from edge rounding, as many wished)

layers: layer transparency via texture (alpha mask per layer)

copy shader button: now more reliable, works in all engines beside redshift nodes for now. it copies any textures from 

layer 0 to layers below. is a workflow helper for the softpatch setup, to generate "endless" non tile surfaces without the 

need to copy the texture in each of the 3 layers of the setup (see videos for the softpatch feature)

new shader preset library with its own window. it saves all aspects of a shader, including layers and shapes. so one can 

save full setups. Please note due a Maxon sdk limitation the c4d layer shader cant be saved or loaded from shader 

presets, we recommend to bake them before saving a preset.  for loading a menu where one can choose which aspects 

of the saved preset should be loaded, as it often makes sense to load only certain parts (in case you want to use the 

setup with other shape presets p.e).  we will add in the following weeks also free included shader presets from our side, 

1.1 shipps with some examples.

10th Feb. 2020 - QTP Version 1.1b:

Tile EDITOR: added ability to deselect things via brush

Tile EDITOR: added ability to interactively change brush size for selections (use alt + mouse wheel)

Tile EDITOR: added non uniform scale options, now supporting local and world scale (scale, x, scale y, scale x,y buttons)

Tile EDITOR: fixed spline import not keeping proportions

Tile Pro Engine: fixed colored tabs/buttons issue on some r21 screens, improved visibility of active button(tab)

Tile Pro Engine: use of c4ds better r20+ native threading (multithreading), in r20 and r21, older versions use other 

multithreading versions.

13th Feb. 2020 - QTP Version 1.1c:

Tile Pro Engine: fixed issue for octane render where sub-textures aren't rendered via final rendering/picture viewer

Tile Editor: fixed reported issue in new world scale mode when scaling many shapes at once

25th Feb. 2020 - QTP Version 1.2:

Tile Editor: fixed some scaling issues in world scale mode

Some Speed Optimisation in Tile Editor shape libs

New Standalone Softpatch shader plugin added: 

a new simpel to use, 1 click solution for  generating „endless“ non repeating surfaces.

Tile Pro Engine: Speedup for Octane, partly 10x speed increase in prepare time on Octane render use

Tile Pro Engine: Fix for Octane, fixed some cases where shaders didnt render via picture viewer.

Tile Pro Engine: added random scale feature random scale down and drandom scale up possible

Tile Pro Engine: seperate „UV from tiles“ option (ON/OFF) in edge dirt, turning this option OFF, even if UV from tile is on 

in Tex variation tab andd controlling this seperate, enables much more natural non repeating dirt over tiles.

5th March. 2020 - QTP Version 1.2.1:

Tile Pro Engine: fix in soft patch baking

Tile Pro Engine: fix in „autobake on change“ funtion

Q-TPro-Softpatch install option as separate plugin

Q-TPro-Softpatch easy update possibility to the full Q-TILE-PRO shader plugin added

Shader preset libraries added(for the full plugin bundle option only), can be used in any texture slot of any material 

supporting c4d shaders to generate easy to use materials without the need to asetup any inside Q-Tile-Pro.

6th April 2020 QTP 1.2.5:

Tile Pro: several stability fixes for reported issues  in rendering, softpatch plugin and GUI errors

Tile Pro: fixed a thin visible line in bevel even though if bevel is already at 0.000

Tile Pro: fixed possible crashes in Octane and Redshift at render or preview calculation start

QTpro SoftPatch: fixed possible crash with Softpatch and corona using repeat value sliders

Tile Pro: fixed some filter shader issues when used a      

Tile Pro: added option to export baked bitmaps with our QTP baker without Multithreading(MT), MT can make issues with 

the c4d layer shader as stacked input in texture input sources. in that case Trun MT off to solve that.

Tile Pro & Softpatch: added full support for the c4d texture manager(project asset manager r21+) for easier group wortk 

and texture handling. it now sees alll used textures.

TilePro: optimized start of rendering (for any engine), needs a lot less internal c4d calls.

Tile Pro: new low and high clip feature: enables to adapt the layer content, similar to the filter shaders low and high clip 

feature or like in c4d noise. can be good to adapt the contrast base, like for displacement. Includes an option Histogram 

view in the QTP preview.

Tile Pro: option to turn off image clipping to 8 bit. if off the output is 32bit data (like for use of mixing hdri images for light 

environments, lights or skies)

New 3d parallax feature (new shader plugin, 3d parallax and 3d relief versions included): 

Support for Corona, V-Ray and internal C4d rendering. The Input can be a tile pro, Softpatch or any other c4d shader (to 

put in color and height map slot) This tool enables an easy way to generate 3d data without any displacement. it is a kind 

of „fake“ displacement, using a lot less ram and without any preparation time. Even though such a face displacement 

obviously can have many limits it can be very useful and time and resource saving for certain types of use. Please note 

this 3d effect cannot be basked. The plugin is usually placed in color and reflection texture slots but also works in 

luminance slots p.e.

6th April 2020 QTP 1.2.6:

Fixed slowness case in 3dparallax with random tilt and UV from tile

New extended ready to use QTP shape library, now the number of included shapes did grow from 150 to more than 300 

TILE PRO editor shapes, ready to use in 1 click! We also restructured the shape folders for more logic structure and 

easier search. (please note the shapes and shader preset libraries are only shipping free inlcudedin the PRO version of 

Tile Pro (Full Q-TIle Pro for 169.- euro netto)

coming in next versions:

Q-interior shader support (available once our Q-Interior_Shader is released in April 2020)

probability setting for each texture slot (for random distribution modes)

Tool to make negative shapes/holes into shapes (2d bools)

visual gradient presets in shape editor similar to c4d gradients shader tool.

yet more QTP ready to use shapes, example files, shader presets & videos!

see also our new youtube channel:  

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL6A19fugGhKp9zGzKmMgBid09OjF008xh

please subscribe to our channel:)

We hope you like our Q-TILE PRO [QTP] plugin, and use it as much as we do -in very project :)

Best Greetings,

Stefan Laub & the Qucumber.at team! 

PLEASE NOTE THE INDRODUCTION PRICE OFFER OF 149.- EURO WILL END ON APRIL 15th.

AFTER THAT THE FULL Q-TILE-PRO BUNDLE COSTS THE NORMAL PRICE OF 169.- EURO NETTO.

About Us:
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new QTP v1.1 features:

New streamlined GUI

Tile Editor: new and improved drawing, new mirror options
Tile Editor: new axis tool, axis rotation tool to define texture directions, and axis few mode
Tile Editor: new selection, box select and brush selection tools
Tile Editor: new subdivision tools

Tile Editor: new shape instances feature assign color, randomize color, randomize text ID, now can work be limited to 

selections

Tile Editor: new shape instances feature, and new instance view mode

Tile Editor: new optimize command to automatic remove all double/overlaying shapes in one click (they can make 

artifacts)

new "manage library" button replacing the old load and save buttons.

adjustable preview size of shape presets.

Tile Pro Engine: colored "tabs", that reflect the usual "1-2-3-4" setup work flow

Tile Pro Engine/in the Tex. var. tab - a new Tex direction modes menu, to define the direction of textures in relation to the 

new axis, or to the main shape for 4 point boxed shapes. we recommend using the new axis mode

Tile Pro Engine/in the Tex. var. tab - new flip modes, flip u, flip v, flip u & v, with % setting how many & of the textures 

affected by it.

Tile Pro Engine/in the Tex. var. tab - new use seamless texture mode: it allows random offset, also if the shape scale is at 

1 or lower. note that a seamless texture should be used for optimal result in that case

Tile Pro Engine/Randomization tab - new "generate seamless tiling" option to use a "pseudo randomness" on the border 

to generate seamless shader or baking results.also if the shader not covers all of the object. in that case then the 

mapping not needs to cover the full surface, but can be set free. also an advantage for all render engines that use baked 

tilepro results. make sure that you use "UV from tile" option to get seamless border results.it works also with the repeat 

modes and can be mixed with that feature (repeat mode is always seamless within tilepro)

Tile Pro Engine/Randomization tab - new round corner feature (seperate from edge rounding, as many wished)

layers: layer transparency via texture (alpha mask per layer)

copy shader button: now more reliable, works in all engines beside redshift nodes for now. it copies any textures from 

layer 0 to layers below. is a workflow helper for the softpatch setup, to generate "endless" non tile surfaces without the 

need to copy the texture in each of the 3 layers of the setup (see videos for the softpatch feature)
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new shader preset library with its own window. it saves all aspects of a shader, including layers and shapes. so one can 

save full setups. Please note due a Maxon sdk limitation the c4d layer shader cant be saved or loaded from shader 

presets, we recommend to bake them before saving a preset.  for loading a menu where one can choose which aspects 

of the saved preset should be loaded, as it often makes sense to load only certain parts (in case you want to use the 

setup with other shape presets p.e).  we will add in the following weeks also free included shader presets from our side, 

1.1 shipps with some examples.

10th Feb. 2020 - QTP Version 1.1b:

Tile EDITOR: added ability to deselect things via brush

Tile EDITOR: added ability to interactively change brush size for selections (use alt + mouse wheel)

Tile EDITOR: added non uniform scale options, now supporting local and world scale (scale, x, scale y, scale x,y buttons)

Tile EDITOR: fixed spline import not keeping proportions

Tile Pro Engine: fixed colored tabs/buttons issue on some r21 screens, improved visibility of active button(tab)

Tile Pro Engine: use of c4ds better r20+ native threading (multithreading), in r20 and r21, older versions use other 

multithreading versions.

13th Feb. 2020 - QTP Version 1.1c:

Tile Pro Engine: fixed issue for octane render where sub-textures aren't rendered via final rendering/picture viewer

Tile Editor: fixed reported issue in new world scale mode when scaling many shapes at once

25th Feb. 2020 - QTP Version 1.2:

Tile Editor: fixed some scaling issues in world scale mode

Some Speed Optimisation in Tile Editor shape libs

New Standalone Softpatch shader plugin added: 

a new simpel to use, 1 click solution for  generating „endless“ non repeating surfaces.

Tile Pro Engine: Speedup for Octane, partly 10x speed increase in prepare time on Octane render use

Tile Pro Engine: Fix for Octane, fixed some cases where shaders didnt render via picture viewer.

Tile Pro Engine: added random scale feature random scale down and drandom scale up possible

Tile Pro Engine: seperate „UV from tiles“ option (ON/OFF) in edge dirt, turning this option OFF, even if UV from tile is on 

in Tex variation tab andd controlling this seperate, enables much more natural non repeating dirt over tiles.

Q U C U M B E R . A T

S U R F A C E  E N G I N E

5th March. 2020 - QTP Version 1.2.1:

Tile Pro Engine: fix in soft patch baking

Tile Pro Engine: fix in „autobake on change“ funtion

Q-TPro-Softpatch install option as separate plugin

Q-TPro-Softpatch easy update possibility to the full Q-TILE-PRO shader plugin added

Shader preset libraries added(for the full plugin bundle option only), can be used in any texture slot of any material 

supporting c4d shaders to generate easy to use materials without the need to asetup any inside Q-Tile-Pro.

6th April 2020 QTP 1.2.5:

Tile Pro: several stability fixes for reported issues  in rendering, softpatch plugin and GUI errors

Tile Pro: fixed a thin visible line in bevel even though if bevel is already at 0.000

Tile Pro: fixed possible crashes in Octane and Redshift at render or preview calculation start

QTpro SoftPatch: fixed possible crash with Softpatch and corona using repeat value sliders

Tile Pro: fixed some filter shader issues when used a      

Tile Pro: added option to export baked bitmaps with our QTP baker without Multithreading(MT), MT can make issues with 

the c4d layer shader as stacked input in texture input sources. in that case Trun MT off to solve that.

Tile Pro & Softpatch: added full support for the c4d texture manager(project asset manager r21+) for easier group wortk 

and texture handling. it now sees alll used textures.

TilePro: optimized start of rendering (for any engine), needs a lot less internal c4d calls.

Tile Pro: new low and high clip feature: enables to adapt the layer content, similar to the filter shaders low and high clip 

feature or like in c4d noise. can be good to adapt the contrast base, like for displacement. Includes an option Histogram 

view in the QTP preview.

Tile Pro: option to turn off image clipping to 8 bit. if off the output is 32bit data (like for use of mixing hdri images for light 

environments, lights or skies)

New 3d parallax feature (new shader plugin, 3d parallax and 3d relief versions included): 

Support for Corona, V-Ray and internal C4d rendering. The Input can be a tile pro, Softpatch or any other c4d shader (to 

put in color and height map slot) This tool enables an easy way to generate 3d data without any displacement. it is a kind 

of „fake“ displacement, using a lot less ram and without any preparation time. Even though such a face displacement 

obviously can have many limits it can be very useful and time and resource saving for certain types of use. Please note 

this 3d effect cannot be basked. The plugin is usually placed in color and reflection texture slots but also works in 

luminance slots p.e.

6th April 2020 QTP 1.2.6:

Fixed slowness case in 3dparallax with random tilt and UV from tile

New extended ready to use QTP shape library, now the number of included shapes did grow from 150 to more than 300 

TILE PRO editor shapes, ready to use in 1 click! We also restructured the shape folders for more logic structure and 

easier search. (please note the shapes and shader preset libraries are only shipping free inlcudedin the PRO version of 

Tile Pro (Full Q-TIle Pro for 169.- euro netto)

coming in next versions:

Q-interior shader support (available once our Q-Interior_Shader is released in April 2020)

probability setting for each texture slot (for random distribution modes)

Tool to make negative shapes/holes into shapes (2d bools)

visual gradient presets in shape editor similar to c4d gradients shader tool.

yet more QTP ready to use shapes, example files, shader presets & videos!

see also our new youtube channel:  

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL6A19fugGhKp9zGzKmMgBid09OjF008xh

please subscribe to our channel:)

We hope you like our Q-TILE PRO [QTP] plugin, and use it as much as we do -in very project :)

Best Greetings,

Stefan Laub & the Qucumber.at team! 

PLEASE NOTE THE INDRODUCTION PRICE OFFER OF 149.- EURO WILL END ON APRIL 15th.

AFTER THAT THE FULL Q-TILE-PRO BUNDLE COSTS THE NORMAL PRICE OF 169.- EURO NETTO.
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Qucumber.at is a team of c4d artist and developers, working since 1997 in the field of architecture and archviz

3dtools -  from 3D artists for 3dartists!

our shop: https://www.3dtools.info

please subscribe the shop email to get news on our product updates 

and regularly vouchers for reduced price offers:



QTP version 1.0

02dec2019- shape lib update 01. >> added shape libs 1,2 and 3

06dec2019- shape lib and settings folder can now be anywhere on computer or network drive,

c4d r18 support added! tile editor improvements in spline import, button to turn on/off live editor preview(for older pc 

better to turn off)

QTP version 1.0a

10dec2019 - small fix update: speed up of the shape lib open and go up one hierarchy commands

added copy shader command to copy textures from first layer to all others (specially useful for the softpatch endless tex 

use)

corrected some spline import method, to allow import of multiple connected splines at one click, and keep their spatial 

organisation intact

added preset files and examples for endless texture use via softpatch tiles

QTP version 1.0b

20dec2019:

fixed sketch tool on r21

added copy text button (for easy one click 2"endless texture softpatch use)

added axis to each shape

added rotate axis tool

enhanced optimize shape command

features to auto orient the shape texture mapping along axis or via shape form

presets now caves also the used shapes

load presets has now option to load preset including shapes

QTP 1st Feb. 2020 - Version 1.1

new QTP v1.1 features:

New streamlined GUI

Tile Editor: new and improved drawing, new mirror options
Tile Editor: new axis tool, axis rotation tool to define texture directions, and axis few mode
Tile Editor: new selection, box select and brush selection tools
Tile Editor: new subdivision tools

Tile Editor: new shape instances feature assign color, randomize color, randomize text ID, now can work be limited to 

selections

Tile Editor: new shape instances feature, and new instance view mode

Tile Editor: new optimize command to automatic remove all double/overlaying shapes in one click (they can make 

artifacts)

new "manage library" button replacing the old load and save buttons.

adjustable preview size of shape presets.

Tile Pro Engine: colored "tabs", that reflect the usual "1-2-3-4" setup work flow

Tile Pro Engine/in the Tex. var. tab - a new Tex direction modes menu, to define the direction of textures in relation to the 

new axis, or to the main shape for 4 point boxed shapes. we recommend using the new axis mode

Tile Pro Engine/in the Tex. var. tab - new flip modes, flip u, flip v, flip u & v, with % setting how many & of the textures 

affected by it.

Tile Pro Engine/in the Tex. var. tab - new use seamless texture mode: it allows random offset, also if the shape scale is at 

1 or lower. note that a seamless texture should be used for optimal result in that case

Tile Pro Engine/Randomization tab - new "generate seamless tiling" option to use a "pseudo randomness" on the border 

to generate seamless shader or baking results.also if the shader not covers all of the object. in that case then the 

mapping not needs to cover the full surface, but can be set free. also an advantage for all render engines that use baked 

tilepro results. make sure that you use "UV from tile" option to get seamless border results.it works also with the repeat 

modes and can be mixed with that feature (repeat mode is always seamless within tilepro)

Tile Pro Engine/Randomization tab - new round corner feature (seperate from edge rounding, as many wished)

layers: layer transparency via texture (alpha mask per layer)

copy shader button: now more reliable, works in all engines beside redshift nodes for now. it copies any textures from 

layer 0 to layers below. is a workflow helper for the softpatch setup, to generate "endless" non tile surfaces without the 

need to copy the texture in each of the 3 layers of the setup (see videos for the softpatch feature)

new shader preset library with its own window. it saves all aspects of a shader, including layers and shapes. so one can 

save full setups. Please note due a Maxon sdk limitation the c4d layer shader cant be saved or loaded from shader 

presets, we recommend to bake them before saving a preset.  for loading a menu where one can choose which aspects 

of the saved preset should be loaded, as it often makes sense to load only certain parts (in case you want to use the 

setup with other shape presets p.e).  we will add in the following weeks also free included shader presets from our side, 

1.1 shipps with some examples.

10th Feb. 2020 - QTP Version 1.1b:

Tile EDITOR: added ability to deselect things via brush

Tile EDITOR: added ability to interactively change brush size for selections (use alt + mouse wheel)

Tile EDITOR: added non uniform scale options, now supporting local and world scale (scale, x, scale y, scale x,y buttons)

Tile EDITOR: fixed spline import not keeping proportions

Tile Pro Engine: fixed colored tabs/buttons issue on some r21 screens, improved visibility of active button(tab)

Tile Pro Engine: use of c4ds better r20+ native threading (multithreading), in r20 and r21, older versions use other 

multithreading versions.

13th Feb. 2020 - QTP Version 1.1c:

Tile Pro Engine: fixed issue for octane render where sub-textures aren't rendered via final rendering/picture viewer

Tile Editor: fixed reported issue in new world scale mode when scaling many shapes at once

25th Feb. 2020 - QTP Version 1.2:

Tile Editor: fixed some scaling issues in world scale mode

Some Speed Optimisation in Tile Editor shape libs

New Standalone Softpatch shader plugin added: 

a new simpel to use, 1 click solution for  generating „endless“ non repeating surfaces.

Tile Pro Engine: Speedup for Octane, partly 10x speed increase in prepare time on Octane render use

Tile Pro Engine: Fix for Octane, fixed some cases where shaders didnt render via picture viewer.

Tile Pro Engine: added random scale feature random scale down and drandom scale up possible

Tile Pro Engine: seperate „UV from tiles“ option (ON/OFF) in edge dirt, turning this option OFF, even if UV from tile is on 

in Tex variation tab andd controlling this seperate, enables much more natural non repeating dirt over tiles.

V I S U A L I Z A T I O N  &  R E S E A R C H

5th March. 2020 - QTP Version 1.2.1:

Tile Pro Engine: fix in soft patch baking

Tile Pro Engine: fix in „autobake on change“ funtion

Q-TPro-Softpatch install option as separate plugin

Q-TPro-Softpatch easy update possibility to the full Q-TILE-PRO shader plugin added

Shader preset libraries added(for the full plugin bundle option only), can be used in any texture slot of any material 

supporting c4d shaders to generate easy to use materials without the need to asetup any inside Q-Tile-Pro.

6th April 2020 QTP 1.2.5:

Tile Pro: several stability fixes for reported issues  in rendering, softpatch plugin and GUI errors

Tile Pro: fixed a thin visible line in bevel even though if bevel is already at 0.000

Tile Pro: fixed possible crashes in Octane and Redshift at render or preview calculation start

QTpro SoftPatch: fixed possible crash with Softpatch and corona using repeat value sliders

Tile Pro: fixed some filter shader issues when used a      

Tile Pro: added option to export baked bitmaps with our QTP baker without Multithreading(MT), MT can make issues with 

the c4d layer shader as stacked input in texture input sources. in that case Trun MT off to solve that.

Tile Pro & Softpatch: added full support for the c4d texture manager(project asset manager r21+) for easier group wortk 

and texture handling. it now sees alll used textures.

TilePro: optimized start of rendering (for any engine), needs a lot less internal c4d calls.

Tile Pro: new low and high clip feature: enables to adapt the layer content, similar to the filter shaders low and high clip 

feature or like in c4d noise. can be good to adapt the contrast base, like for displacement. Includes an option Histogram 

view in the QTP preview.

Tile Pro: option to turn off image clipping to 8 bit. if off the output is 32bit data (like for use of mixing hdri images for light 

environments, lights or skies)

New 3d parallax feature (new shader plugin, 3d parallax and 3d relief versions included): 

Support for Corona, V-Ray and internal C4d rendering. The Input can be a tile pro, Softpatch or any other c4d shader (to 

put in color and height map slot) This tool enables an easy way to generate 3d data without any displacement. it is a kind 

of „fake“ displacement, using a lot less ram and without any preparation time. Even though such a face displacement 

obviously can have many limits it can be very useful and time and resource saving for certain types of use. Please note 

this 3d effect cannot be basked. The plugin is usually placed in color and reflection texture slots but also works in 

luminance slots p.e.

Q U C U M B E R . A T

S U R F A C E  E N G I N E

6th April 2020 QTP 1.2.6:

Fixed slowness case in 3dparallax with random tilt and UV from tile

New extended ready to use QTP shape library, now the number of included shapes did grow from 150 to more than 300 

TILE PRO editor shapes, ready to use in 1 click! We also restructured the shape folders for more logic structure and 

easier search. (please note the shapes and shader preset libraries are only shipping free inlcudedin the PRO version of 

Tile Pro (Full Q-TIle Pro for 169.- euro netto)

coming in next versions:

Q-interior shader support (available once our Q-Interior_Shader is released in April 2020)

probability setting for each texture slot (for random distribution modes)

Tool to make negative shapes/holes into shapes (2d bools)

visual gradient presets in shape editor similar to c4d gradients shader tool.

yet more QTP ready to use shapes, example files, shader presets & videos!

see also our new youtube channel:  

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL6A19fugGhKp9zGzKmMgBid09OjF008xh

please subscribe to our channel:)

We hope you like our Q-TILE PRO [QTP] plugin, and use it as much as we do -in very project :)

Best Greetings,

Stefan Laub & the Qucumber.at team! 

PLEASE NOTE THE INDRODUCTION PRICE OFFER OF 149.- EURO WILL END ON APRIL 15th.

AFTER THAT THE FULL Q-TILE-PRO BUNDLE COSTS THE NORMAL PRICE OF 169.- EURO NETTO.

About Us:

Qucumber.at is a team of c4d artist and developers, working since 1997 in the field of architecture and archviz

3dtools -  from 3D artists for 3dartists!

our shop: https://www.3dtools.info

please subscribe the shop email to get news on our product updates 

and regularly vouchers for reduced price offers:



QTP version 1.0

02dec2019- shape lib update 01. >> added shape libs 1,2 and 3

06dec2019- shape lib and settings folder can now be anywhere on computer or network drive,

c4d r18 support added! tile editor improvements in spline import, button to turn on/off live editor preview(for older pc 

better to turn off)

QTP version 1.0a

10dec2019 - small fix update: speed up of the shape lib open and go up one hierarchy commands

added copy shader command to copy textures from first layer to all others (specially useful for the softpatch endless tex 

use)

corrected some spline import method, to allow import of multiple connected splines at one click, and keep their spatial 

organisation intact

added preset files and examples for endless texture use via softpatch tiles

QTP version 1.0b

20dec2019:

fixed sketch tool on r21

added copy text button (for easy one click 2"endless texture softpatch use)

added axis to each shape

added rotate axis tool

enhanced optimize shape command

features to auto orient the shape texture mapping along axis or via shape form

presets now caves also the used shapes

load presets has now option to load preset including shapes

QTP 1st Feb. 2020 - Version 1.1

new QTP v1.1 features:

New streamlined GUI

Tile Editor: new and improved drawing, new mirror options
Tile Editor: new axis tool, axis rotation tool to define texture directions, and axis few mode
Tile Editor: new selection, box select and brush selection tools
Tile Editor: new subdivision tools

Tile Editor: new shape instances feature assign color, randomize color, randomize text ID, now can work be limited to 

selections

Tile Editor: new shape instances feature, and new instance view mode

Tile Editor: new optimize command to automatic remove all double/overlaying shapes in one click (they can make 

artifacts)

new "manage library" button replacing the old load and save buttons.

adjustable preview size of shape presets.

Tile Pro Engine: colored "tabs", that reflect the usual "1-2-3-4" setup work flow

Tile Pro Engine/in the Tex. var. tab - a new Tex direction modes menu, to define the direction of textures in relation to the 

new axis, or to the main shape for 4 point boxed shapes. we recommend using the new axis mode

Tile Pro Engine/in the Tex. var. tab - new flip modes, flip u, flip v, flip u & v, with % setting how many & of the textures 

affected by it.

Tile Pro Engine/in the Tex. var. tab - new use seamless texture mode: it allows random offset, also if the shape scale is at 

1 or lower. note that a seamless texture should be used for optimal result in that case

Tile Pro Engine/Randomization tab - new "generate seamless tiling" option to use a "pseudo randomness" on the border 

to generate seamless shader or baking results.also if the shader not covers all of the object. in that case then the 

mapping not needs to cover the full surface, but can be set free. also an advantage for all render engines that use baked 

tilepro results. make sure that you use "UV from tile" option to get seamless border results.it works also with the repeat 

modes and can be mixed with that feature (repeat mode is always seamless within tilepro)

Tile Pro Engine/Randomization tab - new round corner feature (seperate from edge rounding, as many wished)

layers: layer transparency via texture (alpha mask per layer)

copy shader button: now more reliable, works in all engines beside redshift nodes for now. it copies any textures from 

layer 0 to layers below. is a workflow helper for the softpatch setup, to generate "endless" non tile surfaces without the 

need to copy the texture in each of the 3 layers of the setup (see videos for the softpatch feature)

new shader preset library with its own window. it saves all aspects of a shader, including layers and shapes. so one can 

save full setups. Please note due a Maxon sdk limitation the c4d layer shader cant be saved or loaded from shader 

presets, we recommend to bake them before saving a preset.  for loading a menu where one can choose which aspects 

of the saved preset should be loaded, as it often makes sense to load only certain parts (in case you want to use the 

setup with other shape presets p.e).  we will add in the following weeks also free included shader presets from our side, 

1.1 shipps with some examples.

10th Feb. 2020 - QTP Version 1.1b:

Tile EDITOR: added ability to deselect things via brush

Tile EDITOR: added ability to interactively change brush size for selections (use alt + mouse wheel)

Tile EDITOR: added non uniform scale options, now supporting local and world scale (scale, x, scale y, scale x,y buttons)

Tile EDITOR: fixed spline import not keeping proportions

Tile Pro Engine: fixed colored tabs/buttons issue on some r21 screens, improved visibility of active button(tab)

Tile Pro Engine: use of c4ds better r20+ native threading (multithreading), in r20 and r21, older versions use other 

multithreading versions.

13th Feb. 2020 - QTP Version 1.1c:

Tile Pro Engine: fixed issue for octane render where sub-textures aren't rendered via final rendering/picture viewer

Tile Editor: fixed reported issue in new world scale mode when scaling many shapes at once

25th Feb. 2020 - QTP Version 1.2:

Tile Editor: fixed some scaling issues in world scale mode

Some Speed Optimisation in Tile Editor shape libs

New Standalone Softpatch shader plugin added: 

a new simpel to use, 1 click solution for  generating „endless“ non repeating surfaces.

Tile Pro Engine: Speedup for Octane, partly 10x speed increase in prepare time on Octane render use

Tile Pro Engine: Fix for Octane, fixed some cases where shaders didnt render via picture viewer.

Tile Pro Engine: added random scale feature random scale down and drandom scale up possible

Tile Pro Engine: seperate „UV from tiles“ option (ON/OFF) in edge dirt, turning this option OFF, even if UV from tile is on 

in Tex variation tab andd controlling this seperate, enables much more natural non repeating dirt over tiles.

5th March. 2020 - QTP Version 1.2.1:

Tile Pro Engine: fix in soft patch baking

Tile Pro Engine: fix in „autobake on change“ funtion

Q-TPro-Softpatch install option as separate plugin

Q-TPro-Softpatch easy update possibility to the full Q-TILE-PRO shader plugin added

Shader preset libraries added(for the full plugin bundle option only), can be used in any texture slot of any material 

supporting c4d shaders to generate easy to use materials without the need to asetup any inside Q-Tile-Pro.

6th April 2020 QTP 1.2.5:

Tile Pro: several stability fixes for reported issues  in rendering, softpatch plugin and GUI errors

Tile Pro: fixed a thin visible line in bevel even though if bevel is already at 0.000

Tile Pro: fixed possible crashes in Octane and Redshift at render or preview calculation start

QTpro SoftPatch: fixed possible crash with Softpatch and corona using repeat value sliders

Tile Pro: fixed some filter shader issues when used a      

Tile Pro: added option to export baked bitmaps with our QTP baker without Multithreading(MT), MT can make issues with 

the c4d layer shader as stacked input in texture input sources. in that case Trun MT off to solve that.

Tile Pro & Softpatch: added full support for the c4d texture manager(project asset manager r21+) for easier group wortk 

and texture handling. it now sees alll used textures.

TilePro: optimized start of rendering (for any engine), needs a lot less internal c4d calls.

Tile Pro: new low and high clip feature: enables to adapt the layer content, similar to the filter shaders low and high clip 

feature or like in c4d noise. can be good to adapt the contrast base, like for displacement. Includes an option Histogram 

view in the QTP preview.

Tile Pro: option to turn off image clipping to 8 bit. if off the output is 32bit data (like for use of mixing hdri images for light 

environments, lights or skies)

New 3d parallax feature (new shader plugin, 3d parallax and 3d relief versions included): 

Support for Corona, V-Ray and internal C4d rendering. The Input can be a tile pro, Softpatch or any other c4d shader (to 

put in color and height map slot) This tool enables an easy way to generate 3d data without any displacement. it is a kind 

of „fake“ displacement, using a lot less ram and without any preparation time. Even though such a face displacement 

obviously can have many limits it can be very useful and time and resource saving for certain types of use. Please note 

this 3d effect cannot be basked. The plugin is usually placed in color and reflection texture slots but also works in 

luminance slots p.e.

V I S U A L I Z A T I O N  &  R E S E A R C H

6th April 2020 QTP 1.2.6:

Fixed slowness case in 3dparallax with random tilt and UV from tile

New extended ready to use QTP shape library, now the number of included shapes did grow from 150 to more than 300 

TILE PRO editor shapes, ready to use in 1 click! We also restructured the shape folders for more logic structure and 

easier search. (please note the shapes and shader preset libraries are only shipping free inlcudedin the PRO version of 

Tile Pro (Full Q-TIle Pro for 169.- euro netto)

coming in next versions:

Q-interior shader support (available once our Q-Interior_Shader is released in April 2020)

probability setting for each texture slot (for random distribution modes)

Tool to make negative shapes/holes into shapes (2d bools)

visual gradient presets in shape editor similar to c4d gradients shader tool.

yet more QTP ready to use shapes, example files, shader presets & videos!

see also our new youtube channel:  

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL6A19fugGhKp9zGzKmMgBid09OjF008xh

please subscribe to our channel:)

We hope you like our Q-TILE PRO [QTP] plugin, and use it as much as we do -in very project :)

Best Greetings,

Stefan Laub & the Qucumber.at team! 

PLEASE NOTE THE INDRODUCTION PRICE OFFER OF 149.- EURO WILL END ON APRIL 15th.

AFTER THAT THE FULL Q-TILE-PRO BUNDLE COSTS THE NORMAL PRICE OF 169.- EURO NETTO.

About Us:

Qucumber.at is a team of c4d artist and developers, working since 1997 in the field of architecture and archviz

3dtools -  from 3D artists for 3dartists!

our shop: https://www.3dtools.info

please subscribe the shop email to get news on our product updates 

and regularly vouchers for reduced price offers:
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